Week 10 – 19th December 2018
Sharing Our News

Welcome to the last edition of our newsletter for 2018.

Congratulations to all of our award winners from our school’s Presentation Day last Friday. It was a wonderful celebration and acknowledgement to all of our students who have worked hard academically, culturally and on the sporting field. Well done to the presentation day committee for your organisation and professionalism of the event.

Our Year 6 students were farewelled in style on Monday evening. We would like to wish our outgoing students all the very best for high school and we are positive they will kick many personal and educational goals throughout their careers. A huge thank-you to our amazing staff members who have grown, inspired and help to nurture our students to become the best that they can be in life. Dream big!

Just a reminder that all students in Year 1-6 will return to school on Thursday 31st January 2019. Staff will be involved in our Visible Wellbeing initiative on the Tuesday 29th January and will be completing mandatory training activities on the Wednesday 30th January.

King Street Public School bell times will start at 9.10am and finish at 3.10pm. Kindergarten students will complete their Best Start assessments on Thursday 31st January and Friday 1st February before starting their ‘big school’ careers on Monday 4th February, 2019.

On behalf of all of the staff here at King Street Public School, we would like to wish all of our families and friends an amazing Christmas and a prosperous new year.

Jonathan Russell
Principal
Year 6 Farewell Thank You

We would like to say a very big thank you to all the Year 5 parent helpers for their assistance with the Year 6 Farewell. Special mention to Kate Blyth and Cynthia Korff for the use of their amazing props.

Wellbeing of Students Valued

Please be aware that we have two immune-suppressed students at our school. If your child develops a contagious disease, please let the school know ASAP so we can act accordingly.

King Street is an Allergy Aware School

This is a reminder for all families that some of our students have serious reactions to products containing nuts and fish. We ask that you please do not send foods or containers to school that contain nut or fish products. This includes nutella and peanut butter spread.

UNIFORM SHOP OPENING HOURS:

OPEN- Monday 28th January and Tuesday 29th January for all your back to school items.
KING STREET PUBLIC SCHOOL PRESENTATION DAY 2018

EARLY STAGE 1 AND STAGE 1 AWARDS

KM - Mrs Mills

Book Award:
1. Peyton Gillett  Excellent achievement and application
2. Maggie Parkes  Academic achievements

Certificates:
1. Samantha Jaca  An excellent attitude towards learning
2. Lillie McCarthy  Consistent application all year
3. Maxwell Tindale  Pleasing attitude towards learning
4. Eden Cosgrove  Achievement in mathematics

Principal’s Award
Ryley Dallas  In Recognition of values

KB- Mrs Burgess

Book Award:
1. Salman Shahwali  Outstanding academic achievement
2. Odin Kennedy  Excellent academic achievement

Certificates:
1. Faith Stevenson  Excellent achievement in literacy
2. Oliver Blyth  Excellent results in mathematics
3. Jack Purvis  Excellent results in all areas
4. Sophie Cameron  Excellent attitude and results

Principal’s Award
Duke Burgess  In Recognition of values

KJ – Mr Northey

Book Awards:
1. Nicholas Cox  Excellence in mathematics
2. Armani Elkins  Excellence in English

Certificates:
1. Charlotte Holland  All round achievement
2. Skye Anderson  All round improvement
3. Benjamin Perram  High achievement in mathematics
4. Sophie Macey-Spinks  High achievement in creative arts

Principal’s Award
Milla Paget  In Recognition of values

K/1F– Mrs Farrell

Book Awards:
1. Georgia Rumbel  Excellence in academics
2. Bianca George  High achievement in academics
Certificates:
1. Lillea McKenzie        Consistent application to learning
2. Maddison Capell       Being a respectful and quiet achiever
3. Cameron Finnigan      Achievement in mathematics
4. Levi Keremete         Achievement in creative arts

Principal’s Award
Nate Dash                        In Recognition of values

S1I– Mr Ingram

Book Awards
1. Indi Spinks               Enthusiasm and commitment to learning
2. Rylan Davies             Persistent application and improvement

Certificates:
1. Bayley Atkins           Dedication and commitment to learning
2. Max Martland            Excellence in literacy
3. Benji Heffernan         Excellence in mathematics
4. Skye Gillett           Always striving to do her best

Principal’s Award
Mackenzie McGrath            In Recognition of values

S1P– Miss Pippen

Book Awards
1. Hayley Kay                Academic achievements in all areas
2. Blake McGrath            Academic achievements in mathematics and literacy

Certificates:
1. Peyton Montgomery       Improvement and progress in all subject areas
2. Liam Anderson           Academic achievements in mathematics
3. Evie Pearce             Academic achievements in literacy
4. Chloe Longworth        Dedication and commitment to learning

Principal’s Award
Samantha Simmonds            In Recognition of values

S1R– Mrs Richardson/Miss Maher

Book Awards:
1. Roy de Somer             excellent academic achievement
2. Chenae Anderson          academic excellence in all areas

Certificates:
1. Lucy Cole               her excellent attitude towards all learning tasks
2. Kobi Sewell             always striving to do her best
3. Mia George              her enthusiasm and love of learning
4. William Binder         his commitment to all areas of learning

Principal’s Award
Dan Noble                     In Recognition of values
STAGE 2 AWARDS

S2G – Mrs Griffiths

Book Awards:
1. Brayden Smith  Academic excellence
2. Erin Baily   Attitude, Application and Achievement

Certificates:
1. Georgie Duhring  Outstanding application and attitude
2. Sophie Wyborn  Consistent application across all Key Learning Areas
3. Kalila Harman  Effort and achievement in mathematics
4. Ella Cosgrove  Consistent application across all Key Learning Areas

Principal’s Award
Rain Stocks  In Recognition of values

S2H– Ms Henry

Book Awards:
1. Kyden Maytom  Academic excellence
2. Abigail See  Academic excellence

Certificates:
1. Murray Hazell  Achievement in English
2. Lane Heffernan  Achievement in mathematics
3. Chelsea Jarvis  Excellence in effort and application
4. Ruby Eather  Excellence in effort and application

Principal’s Award
Maben de Somer  In Recognition of values

S2S – Miss Streater

Book Awards:
1. Clancy Parkes  Attitude, application and achievement in all curriculum areas
2. Kiarah Heffernan  Attitude, application and achievement in all curriculum areas

Certificates:
1. Fraser Anderson  Working consistently in all curriculum areas
2. Madison Shearer  Being a supportive class member
3. Shayna Morgan  Her enthusiasm and willingness to do her best always
4. Lara Kerr  Excellence in creative arts

Principal’s Award
Kady Revie  In Recognition of values

S2B – Mrs Barry

Book Awards:
1. Jai Pitcher  Attitude, application and achievement
2. Evie Purvis  Attitude, application and achievement

Certificates:
1. Armarni Davis  Effort and achievement in all areas
2. Xander Imms  Persistent application and improvement  
3. Arlie Smith  Enthusiasm and commitment towards learning  
4. Grace Newton  Excellence in mathematics  

Principal’s Award  
Braydan Capell  In Recognition of values  

STAGE 3 AWARDS  

S3J – Mr Morrison  

Book Awards:  
1. Jamie Parkinson  Academic excellence in Year 6  
2. Misen Nguyen  Academic excellence in Year 5  

Certificates:  
1. Zoe Eslick  Outstanding improvement in all areas  
2. Caleb Edwards  Excellent academic achievement  
3. Heath Rutland  Consistent effort and attitude  
4. Emmerson Gibson  Excellent academic achievement  

Principal’s Award  
Charlie McCarthy  In Recognition of values  

S3M – Mrs Maher  

Book Awards:  
1. Nicholas George  Year 6 academic excellence  
2. Katy Lewis  Year 5 academic excellence  

Certificates:  
1. Julian Stewart  High academic achievement  
2. Ava Newton  High academic achievement  
3. Abby McLoughlin  Positive attitude to learning  
4. Jacob Jones  Improved attitude and application  

Principal’s Award  
Holly Thirkell  In Recognition of values  

S3W – Miss Williams  

Book Awards:  
1. Jessica Rumbel  Overall academic excellence – Year 6  
2. Evey Harris  Overall academic excellence – Year 5  

Certificates:  
1. John Pascoe  Consistent effort in all learning areas  
2. Frankie Duhring  Displaying a positive attitude towards all aspects of school life  
3. Aiden Jones  Academic achievement  
4. Jada Fraser  Academic achievement  

Principal’s Award  
Layla Korff  In Recognition of values
S3G – Ms Garven

Book Awards:
1. Mattise Fabrizio Academic excellence
2. Baxter Felsch Academic excellence

Certificates:
1. Kurtis Stark Most improved – Year 6
2. James Feeney-Frazer Most improved – Year 5
3. Sophie Kelley Academic achievement
4. Brandon Cox Academic achievement

Principal’s Award
Chelsea Maloney In Recognition of values

SPORTS AWARDS

Bennett Family Sports Award K – 2 Luca Santry

NSW Premier’s Sporting Challenge Medal Constance Donnelly

2018 SPORT CERTIFICATES

HUNTER PSSA REPRESENTATIVES REPRESENTING AT STATE LEVEL

Athletics Luca Santry

Cross Country Elise Kerr

Touch Football Brandon Cox

Touch Football Paris Forbes-Izzard

Champion House Shield (Swimming) Paterson

Champion House Shield (Athletics) Kendall

Combined Sports Shield Gordon

Sportsperson for 2018 is Paris Forbes-Izzard

Chess Champion for 2018 is Aiden Jones

Chess Sportsmanship Award Malachai Sturch-Dennis

Recognition of 2019 House Captains Gordon - Heath Rutland Alex Way
Kelsey Holder Sienna Merrick
Kendall - Murray Anderson Nate Simpson
Katy Lewis Tori Montgomery
Lawson - Mitchell Cashell Jacob Hamson
Chelsea Maloney Chloe Smith
Paterson - Jacob Jones Billy Smith
Evey Harris Misen Nguyen
SPECIAL AWARDS

NSW COMMUNITY LANGUAGES SCHOOLS PROGRAM CERTIFICATE
Salman Shahwali

EARLY ACTION FOR SUCCESS READING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Noah Nickerson – Kindergarten
Chelsea Anderson - Kindergarten
Joshua Cashell- Year 1
Jensen Edwards – Year 2

STAGE 2 CITIZENSHIP:
Dawn Briggs Memorial Award for Stage 2 Citizenship
Rain Stocks

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD:
Sponsored by Pegasus Horse Rescue
Mitchell Cashell
Jack Pascoe
James Feeney-Frazer

CITIZENSHIP:
Louise Cole Memorial Award for Citizenship
Mattise Fabrizio

CAPA:
Allison Richards Memorial Award for CAPA
Jessica Rumbel

MR & MRS BURGMANN AWARD FOR CONSISTENT EFFORT: Shae Gohl

PUBLIC SPEAKING AWARD: Lucy Robb

MAJOR AWARDS

ENGLISH AWARD: Lucy Robb
MATHEMATICS AWARD: Holly Thirkell
DUX AWARD: Holly Thirkell
SCHOOL SERVICE AWARDS: Thomas Cox Julian Stewart
Stevie-Lee Morgan Holly Thirkell

2019 SCHOOL LEADERS:
Boy Leaders: Brandon Cox Baxter Felsch
Girl Leaders: Abby McLoughlin Alissa Myers

Congratulations to all our KSPS award winners for 2018.